UNIVERSITY OF OKOBOJI
2017 ENTRANCE EXAM XXV
INTERPRET THE FOLLOWING ANSWER

1. [SAND] = _____________________

2. [GLASS PHEASANT] = Pheasant Under Glass

3. [SECRET SECRET] = _____________________

4. [TAKE ONE MEAL TAKE ONE MEAL TAKE ONE MEAL] = _____________________

5. [MATH THE] = _____________________

6. [PAT EHT] = _____________________

7. [ALL ALL ZERO] = _____________________

8. [ECAPACE] = _____________________

9. [PETE PETE PETE ACHE] = _____________________

10. [WBOEOADRS] = _____________________

11. [KNOCK WOOD] = _____________________

12. [B BIRD B BIRD] = _____________________

13. [END] = _____________________

14. [1111 8:30 AM] = _____________________

15. [G♥] = _____________________

16. [NOMMAG] = _____________________

17. [SEGG GGES GEKS GESG] = _____________________

18. [PILF] = _____________________

19. [L DON] = _____________________

20. [○ ○ ○] = _____________________

“Where fun in life is your degree”
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